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By Wayne TALLEY and G.K. PARK  
 
The International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) has been held to save life and 
property at sea since the Titanic disaster on April 1912 where more than 1,500 passengers and 
crew died. In addition, the Global Maritime Distress and Safety System (GMDSS) has been 
mandated by IMO for ships at sea since 1999 through amendments to the SOLAS Convention in 
order to automate and improve emergency communications for the world's shipping industry. 
Despite proper measures including the SOLAS and the GMDSS, maritime accidents have 
occurred as ever. So, IMO has implemented the e-Navigation as an innovative strategy to 
decrease maritime accidents since 2006. 
The e-Navigation is expected to contribute to not only reduce maritime accidents, but also 
increase efficiency of sea transportation by processing maritime digital information in much safer 
and efficient manner compared to the conventional navigation. Since 2012, the Ai-Mast, an 
international conference, has been held where the research results to embody e-navigation have 
been presented and discussed. Followed by the conference, the international journal of e-
Navigation and Maritime Economy (e-Navi) will be issued while catching up with its 
implementation trend. 
This journal is issued to contribute to maritime safety and to support the researches in the fields of 
navigation and maritime economy with the cooperation of researchers, scholars, engineers and 
specialists. There are a few academic journals focusing on the navigation engineering/technology 
and maritime economy respectively. However, we believe engineering/technology and economy 
are inseparable as the e-Navigation concept including both safety and efficiency of sea 
transportation. From this point of view, this journal seeks to combine science/engineering and 
economy. We are looking forward to making contribution to promotion of maritime safety and to 
achieving the economic outcome simultaneously.  
We expect this journal to be a pioneering flagship journals for e-navigation and maritime 
economy in near future. 
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